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ABSTRACT 

A solution to the boundary layer equations for an incompressible 

fluid flow through a converging; nozzle is presented* Calculations are 

based on a nozzle vhose vails have a constant radius of curvature and 

a 2:1 entrance area to throat area ratio* An equation for the free 

stream velocity as a function of the cue length of the nozzle is derived, 

end the Blanlus scries for flow around a circular cylinder is applied 

to as nuch of the nozzle as the approximation vlU permit* Graphs of 

the velocity profiles, variation of shear stress and displacement 

thickness arc presented* 
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IOTBODUCTIOH 

The problem of solving the boundary layer equations for any three* 

dimensional flow situation Is extremely difficult and fev solutions are 

available. If the flow Is axially symmetric* however* e.g.* flow around 

a body of revolution whose axis Is parallel to a uaifbrm stream* the prob¬ 

lem la usually no more complex than the two-dimensional problem. In all 

solutions to the axially symmetric problem found In the literature that 

could be classified as similar to the problem under consideration* 

there existed either a stagnation point or a cuspidal point on the solid 

body where the boundary layer thickness could be said to bo zero. A 

solution has been obtained fbr flow through a cone (Kef. 1) using In¬ 

tegral methods and assuming a condition of similarity exists throughout 

the flow. 

For the problem of a three-dimensional axially symmetric flow In a 

converging nozzle* neither a stagnation point nor a cuspidal point may be 

specified. This limitation will introduce error into any solution ob¬ 

tained since the thickness of the boundary layer at a point is dependent 

upon the history of the flow ^stream.of the point as well as the flow 

conditions at the point. Zt Is the purpose of this paper to obtain a 

method of estimating the boundary layer thickness* wall shearing stress 

and displacement thickness In the nozzle. If possible* It Is desired 

that the accuracy of the method be greatest at the nozzle threat. 
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SYMBOLS 

P absolute pressure in the reservoir measured at a point vhero tbs 

velocity of the fluid Is negligible* 

p absolute pressure at any point on the nozzle vail* 

Pt absolute pressure measured at the nozzle throat* 

f> density of the fluid. 

v' kinematic viscosity of the fluid* 

A surfaces area of a surface of equipoteatial. s 

U free stream velocity normal to an eqjaipotential surface* 

Q volume rate of flov 

r spherical coordinate specifying the distance from the point sink 

to a point on the nozzle vail* 

R radius of the cross-sectional area of the nozzle* 

radius of the cross-sectional area of the nozzle throat* 

K radius of curvature of the nozzle vail* 

<* auxiliary coordinate used to specify a point on the nozzle vail* 

m strength of the point sink* 

x coordinate measured along the contour of the body* 

y coordinate measured normal to the contour of the body* 

u velocity component In the boundary layer directed along the 

x-coordlnate* 

v velocity component In the boundary layer directed along the 

y-coordinate* 

R radius of a circular cylinder* 
C 

ro oh“rlns 8treso at th0 ™n- 

£* displacement thickness* 



iv 

V stress function* 

^ dineaoionless paraneter vhich specifics distance fim the solid 

"boundary. 
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STATEMENT OF TEE PROBLEM 

The problem under consideration la theoretical, and a method of 

solving the boundary layer equations ibr a viscous incompressible fluid 

flowing through a converging nozzle is to bo determined. Since boundary 

layer solutions are only approximations, a solution to the problem Shall 

be said to have been achieved when the boundary layer thickness, velocity 

profile, shearing stress at the vail and the displacement thickness can 

be calculated at points on the nozzle vail even though the method nay 

not be analytical* This definition of a solution is chosen since a 

solution unique to the problem under consideration may not bo obtained; 

application of a known solution to another problem may yield the desired 

quantities* 

As is the case in all boundary layer problems, the present prob¬ 

lem is divided into two sections* The first section is referred to as 

the inviscld solution, and an expression ibr the free stream velocity, 

U, as a function of the coordinate, x, measured along the contour of the 

nozzle from the entrance to the nozzle, must be determined* The second 

section applies to the motion of the fluid in the boundary layer and is 

dependent upon the result of the first section* 

Referring to figure 1, the nozzle configuration chosen for analysis 

is axially symmetric, and for convenience the radius of curvature, K, 

of the nozzle vail is chosen as constant* Perhaps a simpler description 

of the configuration can be realized if the reader can imagine a toru3 

vith fluid flowing through its aperture* The nozzle is attached to a 

plane surface which can be thought of as the boundary of a reservoir of 

fluid maintained at a constant pressure. 
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FIGURE 1 

NOZZLE CONFIGURATION 
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The dimensions of tho nozzle axe cclected so that the crocs-scctional 

radius of the nozzle throat, R^, Is one-half the cross-sectional radius 

of the entrance to the nozzle, l*e*, the radius of curvature, K, of the 

nozzle vail Is eqjual to the cross-sectional radius, R , of the nozzle 
V 

throat* 
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OEHETOL ASSWPHDm 

X# Tho working fluid la oosuaed to bo a Bevtaaian fluid, l.o., it 

obeys Newton'o lav of viscosity* 

2* Tho viscosity of the fluid la easunod to bo relatively lev, oo 

that in tbo free strem tbo viooouo tosno la tbo governing equations can 

bo neglected aad ideal fluid theory applied to this region* 

3* A coaataat temperature la aoouaed to exist throughout tbo flow* 

4* Tbo fluid io assumed to be incospraoolblc* 

5* Irrotational flow la asouocd to exlot throughout the free stream. 

This assumption of irrotational flov lo Identical vltb tho assumption 

that a velocity potential exists. (ref* 6) 

6* A steady etato condition exists in tho flow* 

7« Ho circumferential velocity component exists In tho flov; that 

lo, tho flov lo a streaming notion only, and tho free strum velocity lo 

directed alone tho length of tbo nozzle* 

0. Tho Reynolds number of tbo Hov io low enough to ooouao that 

tho flov is laninar* 

9. Since tho flov Is accelerating along the entire length of the 

nosale, i.e*, tho pressure gradient lo negative, It can be accused that 

separation docs not occur at any point on tho nozzle vail* 

10* Tbo boundary layer thickness is assumed to be small along tbo 

entire length of tha nozzle* 
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THE AKALY3IS 

Tbs fawiynia of tho problem is divided into tbs two main sections 

previously nentioned, tbo inviscid solution and the description of tbe 

notion in tho boundary layer* Tbe equations pertinent to each section 

are presented in their logical sequence in tbo section rather than in 

the appendix* 

I* The Motion in the Free Strean 

The assumption of lrrotational flow, and consequently the existence 

of a velocity potential* coupled vlth the assumption of inviscid flov 

in the free strean, permits the application of potential theory to the 

problem. Briefly, potential theory states that the flow situation con1 

be described by an orthogonal flow net, os shown in figure 2, where the 

equipotentlal lines (surfaces) are lines (surfaces) of constant pressure 

and the strean lines (surfaces) describe the notion of the fluid* 

It should be noted that when the flow net is established about the 

solid boundaries, the equipotentlal lines (surfaces) and tho strean 

lines (surfaces) beep their general shape throughout the configuration. 

In other words, for the problem under consideration, the equipotentlal 

surfaces are half-spheres along the reservoir boundary and spherical 

segments through the nozzle* 

Tbe notion In the free stream can best be described by consider¬ 

ing the flov at three separate stages through the nozzle, as shown in 

figure 3* First, tho flow is considered at sane point, A*, on the 

reservoir boundary but near enough to the nozzle entrance so that its 

velocity is not negligible* At this region, the fluid is assumed to bo 

flowing in exactly the same manner as if a sink were located at some 

point E, tho intersection of the axis of symmetry and the plane surface 
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¥=0 

FIGURE 2 

EXAMPLE OF ORTHOGONAL FLOW NET IN NOZZLE 
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FIGURE 3 

NOZZLE CONFIGURATION WITH EQUIFOTENTIAL LINES SHOWN 

RELATIVE TO THE IMAGINARY SINK 
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vhich forms the reservoir "boundary. When the flov reaches the second 

stage, point B, It is flowing in the nozzle and can no longer be assumed 

to be directed to the point sink located at E. A sink type flov can 

still be assumed, however, if the sink, previously located at E, is 

moved along the axis of symmetry, M-M, to point F and the strength of 

the sink increased to account for the new flow conditions. Point F can 

be thought of as the apex of a cone whose surface is tangent to the 

nozzle wall at point B. Therefore, it can be seen that the velocity 

vectors along the equipotential that is normal to the nozzle wall at 

point B all Intersect at point F. The same analysis can be applied to 

the third stage where the flov is considered at a point C near the nozzle 

throat. A sink type flov can thus be maintained by moving the sink 

and increasing its strength. It should be noted that in order to des¬ 

cribe the flow at the nozzle throat, the sink must move to infinity and, 

consequently, the strength of the sink must become infinite in order to 

avoid a condition of zero velocity at the throat. 

The method of analysis having been presented in the preceding para¬ 

graph, the following procedure was used to derive an expression for the 

free stream velocity, U. The origin of the coordinates, x and y, was 

located at point, A, the intersection of the plane surface and the nozzle 

wall. For convenience, the angle oc was chosen as an auxHilary coordi¬ 

nate that locates a point on the nozzle wall. It can be shown that the 

angle is the same angle as the half-angle of the cone whose surface 

is tangent to the nozzle wall at the point located by • Therefore, the 

same symbol was used to represent the two angles. 

Following the assumption of an lnvlscid flow in the free stream, 

the equations governing the flow are Bernoulli's equation and the equation 
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of continuity which are given as, 

p _ u_x 

Jo ■+■ * constant (1) 

As' U = Q « constant (2) 

vhMD A, ■ itirr'Cl- — -] 

Sines the fluid In the reservoir was assumed to have negligible 

velocity at cooe point distant from the nozzle, equation 1 can be re¬ 

written to yield, 

. _U* - P. 
/> 2. ~ 

It follows from equation 3 that the 

nozzle throat Is then given by, 

(3) 

free stream velocity at the 

Ut t(p- ft*) 

/° 

'/t '/% 

ZAP 
/° 

(4) 

According to Streeter, a sink type flow can be expressed by 

Q = Zirr'U.-= (5) 

which can be applied to the flow region outside the nozzle* An equation 

analogous to equation 5 can then be written to apply to the flow vltbln 

the nozzle* 

Q= = 2r (&) 

Since the volume rate of flow, Q, Is constant, equations 4 end 6 

can be combined to yield, 



Z TT ( I - cos e* ) m 
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Q = 

Therefore, 

m = f 
2(l-coso<) \ /o ] 

(7) 

(3) 

Equation 8 satisfies the requirement that the strength of the sink 

he infinite when the flov reaches the nozzle throat, l.e., * 0* 

From equation 6, 

u = m 

(9) 

Substitution of equation 8 into equation 9 and noting that 

R ■ r (sin «< ) 

yields the following expression for the free stream velocity 

u = 
* 

S»N 

2.0"Co$ 
- -St f 
«) Rl l 

ZAP 

Z 

which simplifies to 

(y + cos «) -RtVlAP^
1 

u = —*— T* V Z / (10) 

The cross-sectional radius, R, can easily he expressed as a func¬ 

tion of the angle , hy observing that 

K-vRt = R + K cos cn 
Therefore, 

R = K ( I + £ - «* «) 

Equation 10 then becomes 

_ 0.5 ( I + cos <*) _ / Z AP\ u = 
Vx 

( | -f B* - COS oCj ^ \ /° 1 
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Recalling that the nozzle configuration vaa chosen BO that R^ “ K. 

Equation, 11 ia ceen to reduce to equation 4 vhen <*. * 0. Since c\ 

is the angle complementary to the angle x/Kt as ehoun In figure 3/ the 

free stream velocity can he calculated os a function of the arc length x 

vhlch is necessary to solve the boundary layer equations* This vaa done 

and a plot of U versus x/K is shovn in figure 4. 

II* The Motion in the Boundary layer 

Even though the problem under consideration is axially symmetric, 

it does not belong to the cane class of axially symmetric boundary 

layers as described by Schllchting (Ref* 5)* The reason for this Is that 

the flow is through an aperture rather than past a body of revolution, 

and consequently no stagnation point exists in the flow vhero it can be 

said that the boundary layer thickness is zero* 

A method of calculations of the quantities necessary to describe 

the motion in the boundary layer can be obtained if the problem is re¬ 

duced to two-dimensions • This simplification can be accomplished by 

making use of the assumptions that the boundary layer is thin and that 

no velocity component exists in the circumferential direction* There¬ 

fore, It can be said that the remaining two velocity components arc only 

slightly dependent upon a third space coordinate, and two-dimensional 

motion in the boundary layer can be assumed. 

The plot of U versus x/K is approximately a sine curve in the range 

of x^C » 45 degrees to x/K » 90 degrees* Therefore, the feasibility of 

mapping the solution for flow past a cylinder presents Itself, since the 
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FIGURE k 

FREE STREAM VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN NOZZLE 
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expresalon for the velocity distribution around a circular cylinder In 

a unifora stress Is a sine curve. 

The Ideal velocity distribution in the potential flow past a circu¬ 

lar cylinder of radius R and unlfbra ctreaa velocity perpendicular 
v 

to the axis of the cylinder is given by 

U (*) = Z Uoo SIM (22) 

vhere x denotes the distance from the stagnation point measured along 

the contour of the cylinder (Ref. 2 and 5). Therefore, It can be seen 

that the maxima velocity Is 21}^ at x/R, « 90 degrees. If • 21}^ , 

the velocity and the slope of the velocity distribution curve are the 

same, at the nozzle threat as at x/R * 90 degrees fbr the cylinder. c 

The Importance of this feet vlll be seen later in the analysis. 

For the cylinder, 

uM 
Z Uoo 

U(«) 

ZUoo 

0.500 

1.000 

for the nozzle 

UC*) 

IKx) 
Ut 

0. 500 

1.000 

AT _ JL 

AT 
TT 

2. 

AT 
TT 

4 

AT J2L = 
K 

TT 

2. 

Therefore, fbr flov around the cylinder, the free stream velocity 

Increases from one-half the maximum to Its maxima In en axe-length of 

60 degrees, i.e., A*c _ TT , (Fig. 5b). For the flow through the 
Rc 

3 

nozzle, the free stream velocity Increases fern one-half the maximum to 



Its maximum in an arc-length of 45 degrees, 

In order to drav an analogy between the two 

by the flow in each case must be identical* 

In order for A =• A XN 

Rc __ 3_ 
K ~ 4- 

As illustrated in figure 6, the velocity distribution along the 

length A of a cylinder whose radius is three-fourths the radius of 

curvature of the nozzle wall is approximately equal to the velocity dis¬ 

tribution along the length A of the nozzle*. Since the solution to 

the boundary layer equations is known for flow around a cylinder, this 

known solution can be applied to the nozzle over the length A *N * This 

approximation cannot be taken as valid from the entrance to the nozzle 

to x/K ■ 45 degrees since the velocity distributions are quite different 

in this range* This limitation is of no great consequence, however, 

since the distance traveled by the fluid to reach the point x/K * 45 

degrees is small, the boundary layer over this distance can be assumed 

to be almost negligible* 

The solution to the boundary layer equations that is commonly asso¬ 

ciated with flow around a circular cylinder in a uniform stream is known 

as the Blaslus series* This method of solution is outlined in the appen¬ 

dix* 

Gdrtler (Ref. 3) has proposed a new series for the boundary layer 

in two dimensions which is more accurate than the Blasius series near 

the stagnation point and near the separation point, but this series 

14 

i*e., A*N _ 7T 9 (Fig* 5a)* 
K 4 

flows, the distance traveled 
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(b ) CYLINDER CONTOUR 

FIGURE 5 

NOZZLE AND CYLINDER CONTOURS SHOWING 

RANGE OF THE APPROXIMATION 
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FIGURE 6 

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION CURVES SHOWING 

RANGE OF THE APPROXIMATION 
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offers no particular advantage for tho region of flov that is of inter¬ 

est* 

Application of the Blasius series to any point on the surface of 

the cylinder in the range A yields an approximate solution Ibr a 

corresponding point on the surface of the nozzle in the range A * N • 

Calculations vore node for six points on the surface of the cylin¬ 

der vhich in turn correspond to six points on the nozzle vail* 

= -jr (30tt) corresponds to (45°) 

JL = 7ir 
30 (4r) 

* _ 9JT 

30 
C54-) 

II TT 
30 

(&& ) 

-A _ 

Kc' 

13 TT 
30 (76') 

7< _ TT 
2 

(*>*) 

JL = 
K 

3 TT 
IO 

(54‘) 

7< - 
K “ 

JDL 
zo 

(«*) 

A - 
K " 

Z TT 
: 5 

(rr) 

jL = 
K 

7TT 
' 2.0 

K 
- JL 
" 1 

(4°-) 
It 



SUMMARY OP THE METHOD 

The potential £lov in the free stress next to the boundary layer 

vas determined by assuming that the flow at any point In the nozzle vas 

Identical to a flow directed Into an Imaginary sink located at cone point 

on the axis of symmetry of the nozzle* She flee stress velocity was 

then plotted as a function of the arc length, x, measured along tho con* 

tour of tho nozzle from the entrance* 

An analogy vas then drawn between the velocity distribution In the 

nozzle and the velocity distribution around a circular cylinder placed 

In a unifbra stream* By specifying that the velocity at a point 90 

degrees from the stagnation point on the cylinder Is equal to tho ve¬ 

locity at tho nozzle throat, and by adjusting the radius of tho cylinder 

to he three-fourths the radius of the nozzle vail, the velocity distri¬ 

bution along the length A on the cylinder Is approximately equal to 

the velocity distribution along the length A^H on the nozzle* There¬ 

fore, the Blasius solution can he said to apply to this nozzle configu¬ 

ration as well as the cylinder* 

To calculate dimensional quantities from tho Blasius series, tho 

value of Uj. can bo calculated. Tho radius K Is known, and, therefore, 

tho values of and RQ can ho determined* Tho velocity profile, wall 

shearing stress, and displacement thickness can then be calculated fbr 

any point in the range of , and those quantities said to be iden¬ 

tical to those at a corresponding point in the range A • 

Tho accuracy of thi n approximation is greatest at the nozzle throat, 

which is desirable* 
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The Blaslus Method for Flow Past an Obstacle* In a Uniform Strega 

Since a coapicta explanation of the method can be found in the ref¬ 

erenced (2, h, and 5), only an outline of the nethod is presented here* 

If the distance measured normal to the surface is denoted by y, and 

the distance measured along the contour from the forward stagnation point 

by xj and if the fluid velocity components in the directions x and y are 

denoted by u and v> respectively, the pressure denoted by p, and the 

density byyo and the kinematic viscosity by v* , the boundary layer equa¬ 

tions for two-dimensional motion are 

-u. e> H + u* J 'H*   L jiJ? v ^ Vr f4\ 

/° •>* o1HZ 

0 -L P 
ui) 

and the equation of continuity is 

JJ? -r O 

Bernoulli* s equation yields 

J_ J jo U cl U 
/° Od * 

The velocity of the potential flow at the edge of the boundary layer 

la assumed to be known and expressible as a power series 

U (V) - -u., * -+ -u3 7( t -t- u.7-X + • » 
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The equation of continuity implies the existence of a strcaa func¬ 

tion defined by 

-u. = £-t v = - sLt (iv) 

Blaslus* method of solution Is to accuse that (f> con be expressed 

In the fora of a power series 

^ $ + ^3 ^ + 71 + ^7 * + • • • (v) 

vbere the F*o are functions of y* 

The distance frcsa the rail Is node dimensionless by assuming 

The value of the velocity component0 are given by 
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where t^, ••• are universal functions of ^ and independent 

of the properties of the profile. These functions have been calculated 

fbr a pover series texxainated at the ninth power of x by Ulrich (Hof. Q) • 



CALCULATIONS 

The pover series expansion for the potential flow around a circular 

cylinder is Given as (Ref* 5)* 

Therefore. 

Z Uoo U, = ±--2? 
Rc 

U, 
) 3 

Z U 
3! R 

~ , uzu 
3 ) S - 

51 Rc* 
> • • • 

Calculation of the Velocity Comment. u 

& Uii7(€« - °-of (ijV * ,iUT(ift 

- I.S873 x|0'3^) 3T - 
,
-
,MI

 * *'(*) - 3.7037 K7' 

-* Z.7S*7 x ,0*Y-f + 3.307* x * 7.4163 x lo'4^y K' 

*2.3148*1^-*^,' + 7.715-1 x 

Results of the calculation arc tabulated in table 1 and the velocity 

profiles plotted in figure 7« 



TABLE 1 

*/*C y u 
2Uco 

u 
 u&T 

X 
Bc 7 

u 
2\Jeo 

u 
WJ 

*/6 0.5 0.2360 0.4720 HTT/30 0.5 0.3425 0.37*9 
1.0 0.3772 0.7543 1.0 0.5915 0.6474 
1.5 0.4508 0.9016 1.5 0.7513 0.8224 
2.0 0.4831 0.9662 2.0 0.8415 0.9212 
2.5 0.%51 0.9901 2.5 0.8859 0.9697 

  3.0 0.4988 0.9977 3.0 0.9050  0.9907 

7*730 0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 

 3.0 

0.3006 
0.4894 
0.5926 
0.6409 
0.6602 
0.6668 

0.4493 
0.7315 
0.8856 
0.9579 
0.9867 
0.9966 

13^/30 0.5 
1.0 
1.5 
2.0 
2.5 
3.0 

0.3086 
0.5604 
0.7423 
0.8589 
0.9247 
0.9579 

0.3155 
0.5729 
0.7588 
O.878I 
0.9454 
0.9793 

9*/30 0.5 0.3375 0.4172 *V2 —0*5 . .. 0.2368 0.2368 
1.0 0.5609 0.70O8 1.0 0.4665 0.4665 

J. 1.5 . 0.6959 0.8602 1.5 0.6588 0.6588 
2.0 0.7636 0.9438 2.0 0.8028 0.8028 

- . 2.5 0.7931 0.9804 . 2.5 .. 0.8990 0.8990 

-----  3.0 0.8044 p-mz 3.0 0.9700 0.9700 

ir/6 7 V30 9 V30 11 TT/30 13 TT/30 72 

U(x) 
0.5000 0.6691 0.8090 0.9135 0.9781 1.0000 

2U„ 



FIGURE 7 

VELOCITY DISTRIBUTION IN THE BOUNDARY LAYER 



Calculation of the Shearing Strega at tho IfoazXe Vail 

vbero 

fs"(°) - ^s-'Vo) + 3.3333 h/(0) 

i7"(o) « 37Vo') + 7 h7"(o) + 23.34 <» 

= 3,7O) + U h,*Y6) T 27.2 K,7O) + 64 j,%) + 2S0 g*(o) 

Therefore, usinc the values of tho universal functions for ^ 0. 

ifflFW =1841t - 3-84,5(tV °-4iM(t)s- «•««' ft)7 

. q 
+. o. 00005 

Ihe results of this calculation arc tabulated In table 2 plotted 

in figure 0* 



TABLE 2 

x/Rc 
v 

■"/6 4.6245878 

7^/30 5.79110784 

9 7& 6.34918084 

11730 6.49474802 

13 730 5.53537403 

7> 3.8507355 
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FIGURE 8 

VARIATION IN SHEARING STRESS AT THE WALL 



Calculation of tfao Dlsploceaent Thickness 

The displacement thickness is defined as (Ref* 2) 

f (< -«)■'» 
8-° 

Therefore* tor the problen under consideration 

00 

Changlns variables and integrating the above equation f*oa 

Y • 0 to % * 4*0 * 

2 Uoo 1 
{)(*) J 

vhere 

G = J-f. -o.ua/(ijV3 r o.os(|.y3, +o.iU47^yhs 

- 1.5573 XIO'YTc)V x«^(f^s.7o37x.o^y,7 

2.7557 x lo'f + 3.3072 x ‘6’Y-|Y h-» +*7.4163 x l®'4^1 K<, 

+ 2.3H* r'S'aSi* + 77,5<l * 

the universal functions being evaluated at ^ » 4*0 * . 



TABLE 3 

xAc % o ■5FJ  
  eu  «o S* 

2Uo. r .**« 1
Vt 

TT 

z 4.0 1.657515 0.5 3.315030 0.68497 

7ir 
30 2.192826 0.66913 3.275636 0.724364 

<?ir 
30 2.6011*6112 0.80902 3.215571 0.784429 

l/ir 
30 2.655130 0.91355 3.125313 0.871*687 

(3ir 
30 2.92175805 0.97815 2.987025 1.012975 

ir 
2 2.76621*68 1.00000 2.7662l»68 1.233753 
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FIGURE 9 

DISPLACEMENT THICKNESS OF THE BOUNDARY LAYER 


